Radiological imaging as the basis for a simulation software of ventilation in the tracheo-bronchial tree.
The inhaled route is a promising new way for administering drugs to the human body. Flow and particle deposition in the human respiratory tract depends on the individual's anatomy as well as on the drug composition. A European Framework V Program supported project is currently developing a simulation tool for assessment of drug distribution and deposition. This tool relies heavily on the input of radiological data sets, which are obtained in humans. Both high temporal and spatial resolutions are required, and CT and MRI (including hyperpolarized helium-3 MRI) are applied. The radiological data are integrated into computation fluid dynamics software, which is capable of assessing air-flow profiles and compartmental behaviours. This is complemented by pharmacokinetic models, which should result in a simulation tool that will be of use for the theoretical design of new inhaled therapies. This article describes the special imaging requirements of each region of the respiratory tract and the feasibility of these sophisticated radiological techniques with a view of using these data in a simulation model of the lung.